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**SENCO® Innovation Expands Benefits of Auto-Feed Screw Systems to Commercial Metal-to-Metal Fastening Applications**

CINCINNATI (October 12, 2016) – SENCO is introducing an innovative Channel Fit Nosepiece attachment for its DuraSpin® auto-feed screw driving system that gives commercial construction professionals a better way to tackle metal-to-metal fastening applications, eliminating dropped screws and material waste while increasing speed and accuracy.

The Channel Fit Nosepiece was specifically developed to extend the benefits of SENCO’s DuraSpin system to applications that require the tool to feed screws easily into recessed channels up to 1.8” deep. Typical applications include steel decking, hat channel, wall panel construction, resilient channel, metal truss assembly, window framing and aluminum extrusions.

The first of its kind accessory can drive screws ½” to 1” long. There is no need to adjust the setting for varying screw lengths. The nosepiece ensures proper spacing between fasteners to prevent overlap in tight places and to comply with strict commercial codes. And, the narrow barrel design provides a clear line of sight to improve screw placement in pre-punched holes.

SENCO Duraspin auto-feed screw systems reduce installation time by eliminating the need to load fasteners individually. The tool is ergonomically designed for use with one hand, leaving the other hand free to hold materials securely in place if necessary.

The Channel Fit Nosepiece is compatible with all of SENCO’s 2” DuraSpin tools. MSRP: $29

Visit [http://www.senco.com](http://www.senco.com) to find a SENCO distributor.

# # #
For more than 60 years, SENCO has helped generations of hardworking professionals get the job done right by delivering innovative fastening solutions that make hard work easier.

As a leader in creating fasteners and power fastening tools for use residential, commercial, manufacturing and industrial applications, SENCO’s comprehensive line of air- and battery-powered nailers, staplers and screwdrivers provide exceptional results and let you take pride in a job well done.

Offering a complete line of accessories, compressors, repair kits and parts along with a certified warranty repair network, SENCO is accessible across the globe and distributes a wide product offering through professional distribution outlets in more than 40 countries.

Committed to its heritage and pioneering of this industry, the company proudly manufactures more than eighty percent of its fasteners in its Cincinnati, Ohio facility.